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The introduction to this article begins with a bang:

“Philosophers and sociologists today raise signficant questions about traditional episte-
mology. Feminists, postmodernists, and pragmatists have all challenged the Cartesian
notion of a mind separated from the world it knows . . . ”

— oddly muted by the omission of Kantians, Marxists, etc. — and ends with a whimper:

“How might mathematics courses contribute more effectively to general education?”

As you might expect, the body of the paper argues that the case for universal math schooling
has been grossly overstated in Everybody Counts, the 1989 report by the National Research
Council. Apart from a postscript on the thorny problem of training high school math teachers,
it consists of two sections, each of them headed by a question.

Why do we insist on math for everyone?

Good question — but the treatment it receives here has a glaring weakness: its broad brush
is just as easily applied to chemistry, history, geography, literature, and maybe a few other
subjects. Do you know any “retail sellers, delivery drivers, police, mail persons, politicians,
waiters, cooks, mechanics,” etc., who use any of those disciplines in their daily work more
extensively than they use mathematics? And do you know many students of these fields who
depend on them for a livelihood outside education? By this type of argument — including the
observation that, “in today’s schools, we often add insult to injury” — the paper does little
more than restate Ivan Illich’s old (and still open) question about Deschooling Society.

Is there something about mathematics that everyone should know?

For the answer we must wait (and wade) three quarters of the way through this meander-
ing section. “Beyond elementary arithmetic” Noddings “would hesitate to name anything as
essential”. Well said — and yet, how far does elementary arithmetic extend? Does it include
basic statistics, and if so, what about probability? Do simple graphs (bar, pie, or other) deserve
mention, and if so, what about scales and angles? We are left to guess that this must be the
“area in which continued research might be very useful.” However, knowing how people actually
do “use mathematics in their jobs and everyday lives” is not quite as relevant as it would be, had
“their mathematical intuitions and skills” not been “decreased by school . . . ”. Again, analogous
questions could (and should!) be asked about literature.

Thus we land once more on the theme of “poisonous pedagogy”, which had already been
evoked earlier. Then the section marches on, to the tune Different Strokes for Different Folks:

past the plight of “minority students”, the short-changing of the mathematically inclined (an-
other minority), the correlation between depth and interest, and the dangers of “cooperative
learning” by rote. As we look back over its earlier parts, we discover that they too were only in-
tended to make the case for more variety. Under our puzzled gaze, John Dewey, Henri Poincaré,
Jacques Hadamard, Alan Schoenfeld, John Seely Brown, and Noddings’s own children had been
called to witness “that, at least by high school, we should provide different mathematics courses
for students with different interests.” That this disclosure comes as a surprise is due to the
indirectness of the argument, which zig-zags between “the psychology, sociology, history, and
biographies of mathematics” by way of suggesting how he curriculum could be diversified.

But who will be interested in the history of the unseen, unheard, unfelt, and unknown?
With all respect — I would rather teach Textile Design for the Emperor’s New Clothes.


